Some past studies demonstrated that microstructure can bias a direction of information transfer at a cellular level. However the transfer at a population level has been hardly controlled. Here, in order to control the information transfer we attempt to bias direction of neurite outgrowth of cultured neurons with a three-dimensional asymmetric microstructure.
Information transfer among neuronal populations has directional bias.
Some past studies demonstrated that microstructure can bias a direction of information transfer at a cellular level. However the transfer at a population level has been hardly controlled. Here, in order to control the information transfer we attempt to bias direction of neurite outgrowth of cultured neurons with a three-dimensional asymmetric microstructure.
The proposed microstructure is an embossed barrier with a rectangular-triangle cross section, namely an ascending slope and vertical wall. Because of its asymmetricity, a neurite growth rate from the wall-side to slope-side is expected to be suppressed as compared with that of slope-to-wall. The fabricated substrate is shown in Fig. 1 .
The microstructure was fabricated on polystyrene substrate by hot press with a metal die. At the same time as hot pressing, we also embedded tungsten microelectrodes in both sides of the structure for probing stimulation. The master structure on the metal die was fabricated by linear cutting with a monocrystal diamond tool. The wall height and slope angle were 20 µm and 12 degree, respectively.
To investigate impact of the microstructure on neurite outgrowth, and thus information transfer direction between neuronal populations separated by the structure, we stimulated cultured neurons on both the sides of the structure. The fluo-4 calcium imaging was used to observe spiking responses of neurons. Figure 2 (a) shows fluorescence transients of the two areas evoked by wall-and slope-side stimuli. The neuronal population on the wall side responded nearly equally to both the stimuli from wall-side (R ww ) and slop-side electrodes (R ws ), whereas that on the slope-side responded more strongly to the slope-side stimulation (R ss ) than to wall-side (R sw ). Consequently, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , the normalized peak response value of R sw were significantly smaller than that of R ws (t-test, p=0.012; n=5) . This result strongly suggests that information transfer between neuronal populations separated by the asymmetric structure had directional bias. can bias a direction of information transfer at a cellular level. However the transfer at a population level has been hardly controlled to date. Here, in order to control the information transfer we attempt to bias direction of neurite outgrowth of cultured neurons with a three-dimensional asymmetric microstructure. The proposed microstructure is an embossed barrier with a rectangular-triangle cross section, namely an ascending slope and vertical wall. Because of the asymmetricity, a neurite growth rate from the wall-side to slope-side is expected to be suppressed as compared with that of slope-to-wall. We fabricated the microstructure on a polystyrene substrate by hot press, simultaneously embedding line-electrodes for probing stimulation.
To confirm impact of the microstructure on neurite outgrowth, and thus signal transfer direction between neuronal populations separated by the structure, we stimulated cultured neurons on the both sides of the structure. There was difference in neuronal responses to wall-side stimulation and slope-side one, demonstrating the directional characteristic of information transfer.
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